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This is a collection of our designs
that made the biggest waves in
H1 2022. Both for their impact on
our clients’ ROI and the awards
we’ve won with them.

Laura Araujo, Junior
Designer at CodeCrew
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"Design is intelligence
made visible" — Alina
Wheeler
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Hayden LA
Since partnering with CodeCrew,
Hayden LA has seen a 59% YoY
increase in campaign revenue, plus
a 52% increase in order value from
automated ows evenue
increases are ! in vogue
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Great Jones Goods is best known for their brightly-colored
kitchenware. We brought these bold hues into each design to
reinforce the colors of their products, and wow are these emails
scroll-stoppers.
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"These are awesome! I wish I
had feedback, because this
looks like it got a lot of love
and attention, and I don't
want to just give it a fippant
two-second thumbs up. But
no, honestly, these are super
on-brand and really strategic."
Email design feedback from
our client Kyle Rose, CoFounder of Trippy Outdoor

February
7
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Why settle for plain old bullet points? Using numbers, illustrations
or product images to create a list (like the designs below) not only
states your points clearly, you’re also creating more visual appeal
for the customer. Win-win!

The beauty of
simplicity
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Contrast helps
guide the eye
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“As designers we have to put
ourselves in the shoes of the client
and the end user as well; we have
to know what emotions to convey
and how our creativity will speak
to them)

Leonardo Huaman,
Design Specialist at CodeCrew

This campaign was one of PetLab Co’s highest
performing sends for the quarter, bringing in more
revenue than any other campaign sent in February.
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“Even with challenging, text-heavy
emails, there is always a way of creating
a story that's rewarding to the eye.”
Nebojsa Palibrk, Design Specialist
at CodeCrew
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Pro Tip: A brand can come across as a lot
more authentic and genuine by displaying
UGC in their email designs.
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We treat design as visualized emotion.
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爀u䬀a愀  
After partnering with innovators in the adventure space, Oru Kayak, we doubled their
YTD sales within just two months. Yup, you heard that right. Double YTD sales in only
two months. How’s that foat your boatt! e also achieved a 527 increase in lack
Friday/Cyber Monday sales, smashing all the brand’s internal records. And that success
wasn’t a one-off - recently, Oru Kayak had their best month of sales in the history of the
brand, thanks to a strong, data-driven email marketing program.

“Working with a limited color palette leaves room for clearer
imagery and text, while giving the customer a fresh breath of
air compared to the fast-paced visual world around us.”
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Florin Dascălu, Senior Design Specialist at CodeCrew
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How did we help Neurogan, a leading

April
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CBD manufacturer, achieve their goals?

Our secret sauce, of course!
By optimizing their email marketing
program, we achieved a 76% YoY
increase in revenue, a 20% YoY increase
in open rates and a 7% increase in

Quiz campaigns can be

Adding a countdown

super effective in terms of

banner to promotions and

subscriber engagement.

product launches can help
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APRIL

unique clicks.

increase sales.
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APRIL
Hero sections (like the one above)
should be bold, yet simple. Keep to

2022

APRIL
2022
Holding Out
for a Hero

“Design is so simple, that's why
it is so complicated" - Paul Rand

one short message and an attentiongrabbing design.
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PetLab Co

For some clients, educational
content is a vital part of their
marketing program. Using
clean, simple la outs makes
denser text easier to read and
navigate, and value easier to

APRIL
Design allows us to
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conve to their customer.

PetLab Co offers a wide range
of supplements to address the
many different wellness needs
of dogs o ensure that
subscribers only recieved
campaigns that were relevant
to them (and their pups needs),
we created an advanced
segmentation strategy based
on many different data points
including but not limited to:
types of products customers
purchased, site browse events,
geo-location, custom profle
properties of customers and
whether they were subscribers
or one-time purchasers his
resulted in a massive 117%
increase in open rates and %
increase in clic rates

taste, smell, and feel
with our eyes.
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"Design is the intermediary between information
and understanding" - Hans Hoffman
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“A great design can turn something
ordinary into something unique”

2022

MAY

Nandini Prakash, Senior Design
Specialist at CodeCrew

Oftentimes, a simple, playful
design element (like the
oversized text in the campaign
on the left, can really help sell a
product’s unique features.
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Your customers are opening an email, not a
bill. Keep it fun - they appreciate it!
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MAY

MAY
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“Great Design Evokes Great Emotion.”
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Nandini Prakash, Senior Design Specialist at CodeCrew

“Boom, nailed it… No edits… Please thank the design team (and
others) for coming up with spot-on creatives that quickly tell
our customers why they should 5uy from us
Email design feedback from our client Jeff King,
Co-Owner of Club Furniture
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The Yin-Yang of a Message

June
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Club Furniture
Since partnering ith CodeCre , Club Furniture has seen a 650
increase in their elcome fo clicc rates as ell as an 850 increase in
placed order rates - all in less than six months.
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JUNE

You can’t just have one or the other content and design must work
together in order to express your
campaign idea or in this case the
holiday and summer themes.
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"Design adds value faster
than it adds costs" - Joel
Spolsky
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“There’s always a beautiful and
creative way to deliver a brand
message that make owners and
customers feel like they’re
witnessing something special.”

JUNE

JUNE
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Ana Arrubla, Design Specialist
at CodeCrew
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For a food brand, appetite
appeal is the most important
aspect of any mar eting
campaign. For Mosaic, we
created eyecatching designs
that displayed their
messaging in creative ways
and, most importantly, whet
cstomers appetites.
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Mosaic Foods
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Thanks For Stopping By
When it comes to making an impact, design really has the
power to make or break your email marketing program
.
That’s why we take so much pride in our design work – it’s one of
the many reasons we average over 1,300% ROI for our clients.

Sound Good? Let’s Chat
Email:
Email:

Website:
Website:

crew@codecrew.us
crew@codecrew.us

codecrew.us
codecrew.us

As part of our mission to leave the world a little better
than we found it, we plant a tree for every campaign
through our partnership with tne Tree ulanted
.

One Last Thing,
Before You Go…
"Between all of the geo-political turmoil and fnancial
worries of H1 2022, it hasn't been the most uplifting frst
half of the year we've ever seen, but we truly hope that
through our work we can continue making the world a
fraction better, more beautiful and more enjoyable.
With love from literally all over the world, the whole
CodeCrew team thanks you deeply for reviewing our
work. =ee you in 202 for our year review!
Please don't forget to be kind."

The CodeCrew Team

As of H1 2022, we’re up to 2000.
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